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L ow yields of single-layered graphene, submicrometer lateral dimensions, and poor electronic properties remain as major challenges for solution-exfoliated graphene flakes (1) (2) (3) (4) . Oxidation of graphite and its subsequent exfoliation into monolayered graphene oxide (GO) with large lateral dimensions (5-7) produce an exfoliation yield of~100%; however, despite numerous efforts, it has not been possible to completely remove the oxygen functional groups (1, 2, 8, 9) so that the reduced form of GO (rGO) remains a highly disordered material with properties that are generally far inferior to graphene grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD graphene) (5) . Although rGO has been widely demonstrated to be a potentially useful material for catalysis (10) (11) (12) (13) and energy storage (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , even in its disordered form, efficient reduction of GO into high-quality graphene should lead to substantial enhancement in performance. Here we report a simple and rapid method to reduce GO into pristine graphene by using 1-to 2-s-long microwave pulses. The microwave-reduced GO (MWrGO) exhibits pristine CVD graphene-like features in the Raman spectrum with sharp G and 2D peaks and a nearly absent D peak. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) suggest a highly ordered structure in which oxygen functional groups are almost entirely removed. The desirable structural properties are translated into mobility values of >1000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 in fieldeffect transistors (FETs) with MW-rGO as the channel material and into exceptionally low Tafel slope values of~38 mV per decade for MW-rGO catalyst support for oxygen evolution reaction (OER). These results suggest that reduction of GO using microwaves is highly efficient and realizes the goal of achieving high-quality graphene with desirable properties by solution exfoliation. We used the modified Hummers' method to oxidize graphite and solubilize it into monolayered GO flakes in water (19) . The stable suspension of GO sheets in water allows them be reconstituted in several different forms such as thin films (20) , bucky paper (21), or fibers (22, 23) . GO synthesized in this manner is electrically insulating because of the presence of oxygen functional groups that are covalently bonded with the carbon atoms (2) . Substantial effort has been devoted to recover the conducting p states of sp 2 -bonded carbon atoms by removing oxygen functional groups via chemical (1, 24, 25) or thermal (26) reduction [even heating over 3000 K (23) ]. By carefully tuning the reduction procedure, it is possible to realize noteworthy optical (20, 27, 28) and electronic properties (27) of rGO that are substantially different from those of pristine graphene because the evolution of the oxygen functional groups during reduction is accompanied by the formation of defects in the graphene basal plane (29) . Specifically, nanoscopic holes occur through loss of carbon as CO or CO 2 (30) , and rearrangement of the carbon atoms in the graphene basal plane leads to formation of Stone-Wales types of defects (31) . In addition, oxygen functional groups form highly stable ether and carbonyl groups (32) that are difficult to remove so that rGO contains a residual oxygen concentration of 15 to 25 atomic % (at %) (32) . These factors render rGO a highly defective material, with several studies reporting electronic mobility values on the order of 1 cm
Flakes of GO with lateral dimensions as high as tens of micrometers are shown in Fig. 1A . We used microwaves from a conventional microwave oven operated at 1000 W for 1-to 2-s pulses to reduce GO [see the "Preparation of microwavereduced graphene oxide (MW-rGO)" section in the supplementary materials] (36) . Irradiation of GO with microwaves has been reported previously (37) (38) (39) , but the reduction efficiency has been low and the rGO remains highly disordered, as indicated by the presence of an intense and broad disorder D band and the absence of the 2D band in the Raman spectra. We irradiated GO after deposition to achieve high-quality rGO. We started by slightly reducing GO by thermal annealing before exposure to microwaves, which resulted in conductive GO that could absorb microwaves. We infer that absorption of microwaves led to rapid heating of the GO ( fig. S1 ) (36) , causing desorption of oxygen functional groups and reordering of the graphene basal plane.
The XPS results (Fig. 1B) indicate that MWrGO was substantially reduced with an in-plane oxygen concentration of~4 at %, which is much lower than that theoretically predicted for rGO after annealing to 1500 K (32) . Approximately 3 at % of noncovalently bonded adsorbed oxygen was also found in MW-rGO, CVD graphene, and graphite powder, as indicated by the fits in Fig.  1B . The full width at half maximum of the XPS peak is slightly higher in the case MW-rGO than for CVD graphene and bulk graphite, suggesting that a small amount of disorder is still present. The Raman spectra of MW-rGO, thermally reduced GO, CVD graphene, liquid-exfoliated graphene, and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) (for comparison) are shown in Fig. 1C . MW-rGO exhibited highly ordered graphene-like Raman features with sharp and symmetrical 2D and G peaks and a nearly absent D peak ( fig. S2) (36) . The Raman spectrum for MW-rGO (Fig. 1C ) more closely resembled that of CVD graphene than the broad and highly disordered spectrum of thermally reduced rGO or that of solution-exfoliated graphene films where the 2D peak is weak and the disorder-induced D peak is also visible. The Raman spectra of MW-rGO are also different from those of electrochemically exfoliated graphene, chemically reduced GO, and microwave-exfoliated GO, all of which exhibit a high D band and a moderate or no 2D band (25, 37, 40-42). We have also extracted the I 2D /I G Raman peak ratios (I 2D , intensity of the 2D peak; I G , intensity of the G peak) as a function of the graphene domain sizes (see the "Raman spectroscopy of graphene oxide and microwaved-reduced graphene oxide" section in supplementary materials) (36) . We found that MW-rGO exhibits substantially higher I 2D /I G ratios and larger graphene domain sizes as compared with rGO and solution-exfoliated flakes (Fig. 1D) .
Raman spectroscopy provides structural information averaged over regions of a few micrometers in diameter. We used aberration corrected HR-TEM to investigate local atomic structure (Fig. 2) . Thermally reduced GO exhibited the well-known disordered structure with holes and oxygen functional groups on the surface (Fig. 2A) . The MW-rGO exhibited highly ordered structure at the atomic scale (Fig. 2, B and C) , which suggests that there is some reorganization of the carbon bonding during microwave reduction, along with removal of oxygen facilitated by achieving exceptionally high temperatures.
To investigate whether the highly ordered structure of MW-rGO can be translated into useful properties, we implemented it as the channel in FETs and as a catalyst support for the OER. The mobility values in graphene have been used as a parameter for assessing the quality of the material (43) . To this end, several studies have reported high mobility values for rGO (100 to 1000 cm 2 
) (40, 42) to demonstrate efficacy of various reduction treatments or synthesis procedures. However, mobility values alone cannot provide information about the structural integrity of the material. Previous reports on highmobility rGO are accompanied by Raman spectra containing large D bands and weak 2D bands, along with oxygen concentrations of 5 to 8%, (Fig. 3A) ; these FETs exhibit substantially lower current values. In the case of rGO, the absence of a Dirac point is attributed to the poorly reduced and highly disordered structure of the nanosheets. Additionally, the presence of adsorbates and oxygen impurities is known to dramatically shift the position of the Dirac point and to modify the FET characteristics. The mobility values extracted from FET measurements were >1000 cm 2 V −1 s −1 for holes and electrons in MW-rGO (Fig. 3A , inset, and fig. S4 ) (36) . FETs measured here consist of large channel dimensions so that the transport of carriers occurs over numerous flakes. Despite this, exceptionally high mobility values were obtained in MW-rGO, suggesting that individual flakes have very good transport properties. Although we obtain exceptional mobilities, they should be interpreted with caution as the actual values can be strongly influenced by extrinsic factors such as contact resistance and scattering by charged impurities (44) . Highly conducting carbon-based electrodes that are electrochemically stable are important for applications in catalysis and energy storage. Catalysts are typically loaded on highly conducting substrates (working electrodes) such as carbon cloth, glassy carbon, or nickel foam. We investigated the properties of MW-rGO as a catalyst support in OER by depositing Fe and Ni layered double hydroxide (LDH) on MW-rGO [see Materials and methods section (36) ]. The OER properties of Fe-Ni LDH catalysts on MW-rGO, rGO, and glassy carbon electrodes (Fig. 3B) [see Materials and methods section for the electrochemical measurements (36) ] show that the overpotential at which the reaction starts decreased to <200 mV and the current density rapidly increased when MW-rGO was used as the catalyst support. To obtain insight into surface chemistry mechanisms, we have extracted the Tafel slopes from measurements on different supports (Fig. 3C) (45) . The limited electrical coupling is highlighted by the inset in Fig. 3C , which shows that the impedance of the electrochemical circuit is substantially lowered when using MW-rGO, which allows the OER to proceed efficiently. Electrochemical stability of the catalysts and their supports is an important parameter in catalysis. The stability of MW-rGO supports (Fig. 3D) was maintained for more than 15 hours, in contrast with glassy carbon supports that degraded almost immediately after the reaction started. We have made similar measurements for the hydrogen evolution reaction and obtained desirable performance for MW-rGO catalyst supports, as well as very high stability for more than 100 hours [see the "Hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)" section in supplementary materials] (36). The MW-rGO support shows the best stability with minimal change of the overpotential. Contrastingly, the activity from the Ni-Fe LDH on glassy carbon decreases rapidly. Observations that unequivocally link seismicity and wastewater injection are scarce. Here we show that wastewater injection in eastern Texas causes uplift, detectable in radar interferometric data up to >8 kilometers from the wells. Using measurements of uplift, reported injection data, and a poroelastic model, we computed the crustal strain and pore pressure. We infer that an increase of >1 megapascal in pore pressure in rocks with low compressibility triggers earthquakes, including the 4.8-moment magnitude event that occurred on 17 May 2012, the largest earthquake recorded in eastern Texas. Seismic activity increased even while injection rates declined, owing to diffusion of pore pressure from earlier periods with higher injection rates. Induced seismicity potential is suppressed where tight confining formations prevent pore pressure from propagating into crystalline basement rocks.
I
n recent years, the eastern and central United States have experienced a sharp increase in the number of earthquakes, with more than 1570 events with moment magnitudes (M w ) ≥ 3 between 2009 and 2015 (1-3). Many of these events occurred near injection disposal wells and were preceded by a high rate of fluid injection over a period of months to years, suggesting a link between seismicity and injection operations (1, (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . In general, earthquake hazard is proportional to the seismic rate; thus, the current increase in the seismic rate implies an elevated hazard in the central and eastern United States (9) .
On 17 May 2012, the city of Timpson, Texas, experienced a M w 4.8 earthquake, the largest recorded event in the region (Fig. 1A) . This event was preceded and followed by several earthquakes located on an inferred northwest-southeast-trending basement fault, including three with M w ≥ 4.0 over the following 16 months. Focal depths were shallow, ranging from 1.6 to 5.0 km, with the majority of the strain released between 3.5 and 5 km (5). Four high-volume class II disposal wells are located within~10 km, and two lie directly above the site of the earthquakes (table S1). They dispose coproduced saline formation water from oil and gas production operations in the area by injecting into Lower Cretaceous limestones within the Sabine Uplift of eastern Texas (10) . There are other injection wells in the vicinity, but none is closer than 7 km to the four studied wells (table S8 and fig. S8 ) or is a high-volume injector. The immediate area near the disposal wells and the earthquakes has limited oil and gas production. The proximity of the earthquake clusters to the injection wells suggests a link between them (5, 11). As wastewater is injected into the disposal formation, it increases pore pressure within the connected hydrogeologic system. Over time, the pressure perturbation can spread to distances of many kilometers (12, 13) . The increase in pore pressure caused by the injection of fluids decreases the effective normal stress on faults, bringing them closer to failure (14) (15) (16) , as well as locally changing differential stress within the reservoir and surrounding rocks (17) (18) (19) . Moreover, increased pore pressure can cause surface deformation (19) , measurable using geodetic tools (20) , which provides the possibility of documenting subsurface evolution from the surface. Among geodetic tools, interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) and the Global Positioning System (GPS) have been widely used to monitor surface deformation resulting from natural and anthropogenic processes.
We applied a multitemporal InSAR approach (21) to three overlapping sets of L-band SAR images (tables S2 and S3) acquired by the Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) over the Timpson area between 6 May 2007 and 14 November 2010 (Fig. 1A) . High-quality interferograms were generated from these L-band data ( fig. S1 ). We improved the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements by estimating the linear velocity from time series obtained by inverting a large number of interferograms (22) . Using velocity maps for each individual data set and the combined map (22), we found a line-of-sight (LOS) uplift rate of up to 3 mm/year over the area between the injection wells (Fig. 1B) . We estimated that the rate of volume increase under the LOS velocity surface is 800,000 to 1,000,000 m 3 /year, assuming an elastic material with a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 to 0.33 estimated from seismic velocities profiles, which is consistent with the net injected volume rate at the injection wells. To validate ALOS observations and evaluate the current state of ground deformation, we also applied the same processing scheme to eight C-band images acquired by the RADARSAT-2 satellite between 6 March and 21 August 2014 ( fig. S2 and tables S4 and S5). Although the location of the zone of maximum deformation is consistent with the velocity map obtained from the L-band data, its spatial extent is broader, with a maximum uplift of~5 mm over a~6-month interval.
The two western wells (W1 and W2) inject (Fig. 1C) at a depth of 1800 m into Trinity Group
